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However, Qing Yuntian has nothing to do, which shows how strong his
physical fitness has reached!
Moreover, Qing Yuntian’s shot, in addition to his sturdy fists, he also
launched a mental attack on Lin Ziming.
Didn’t you, Lin Ziming, show that your mental power is very strong in front
of me? Okay, then I will let you see what the truly powerful mental power is
like!
In Lin Ziming’s eyes, the speed at which he saw Qingyuntian was not fast,
and his brain was suddenly pierced with a needle, and he felt an extremely
stinging pain. This is because Qing Yuntian launched a mental attack on him.
And in his spiritual world, what he saw was not the appearance of a human
being Qing Yuntian, but Qing Yuntian’s body turned into an extremely huge
body, wearing armor, and holding a huge long sword in his hand, ruthlessly
Swinging towards him fiercely, that kind of visual impact is extremely huge,
even if it is a mountain, it can be cut into two with a single knife!
Qing Yuntian is very confident in his hand. In his opinion, Lin Ziming is
still too young, no matter how talented he is. In terms of hard power, how
can he be compared with an old-fashioned powerhouse like him?
With his current hand, Lin Ziming could directly be injured seriously.
In fighting at this level, serious injury means death.
His abacus is very good, and in his mind, he has already thought of the next
move.
However, Lin Ziming’s reaction still shocked him greatly.
I saw that after he rushed in front of Lin Ziming, he didn’t see that Lin
Ziming made any major movements. Lin Ziming simply raised his head and
raised his eyelids. It was such a simple movement in his spiritual world.
What he saw was the scorching sun. On his forehead, a huge fireball
suddenly appeared, emitting a huge light, and stinging his eyes!
Moreover, the heat emitted by the big sun is too much, so that the water in
his body has been evaporated to dryness.
This sudden change surprised him!
At the same time, it also made his violent movements come to a halt.
And it was this one that allowed Lin Ziming to find a flaw and infinite
vitality.
Lin Ziming waited for this and began to fight back.
Lin Ziming first took a step back, then two steps forward!
It seemed that a huge curved bow was pulled apart and then fired out.
There was a loud bang!
Lin Ziming’s fist collided with Qing Yuntian’s fist.
The tiles under their feet were all cracked and could not be supported at all.
The whole villa trembles fiercely, as if it is about to collapse at any time!
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Just kidding, this is a contest between the two top psychic realms, and the
damage it brings must be immense, even the power of missiles.
Lin Ziming forced Qingyuntian back with a punch, and was also secretly
shocked. It seems that he still underestimated this Qingyuntian, the
opponent’s strength is not below him!
If he hadn’t swallowed a hundred fruits, his body would have been tempered
thousands of times, and the temper was extremely strong, and he would
really not be able to hold the punch just now, and he would be injured
directly.
However, if he is surprised, then Qing Yuntian is shocked!
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